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It is known that the system of differential equations for the
motion of n bodies can be reduced to a system of differential equations
of order 6n-12 from that of order 6n by the aid of the Eulerian
integrals of the eliminations of the node and of the time. Lie’s
theory on the contact transformation groups and the functionogroups
has been applied for carrying out the effective reduction o the order
of this system of differential equations1). Among others ]. Cartan’s
procedure is the most elegant in employing the theory of integral in-
variants2). In the present note I propose to modify the procedure
by avoiding the explicit appearance of time in the treatment) and
also to discuss the n-body problem in the planar case.

Let, according to Poincar4), xsj-2, x-l, xs be the Cartesian co-
ordinates of the 3"-th body with mass _.--m_l--ms, (j--1, 2, ..., n),
and s_, s_, 8 be the Cartesian components of the momentum of
the j-th body. Then the motion of the n bodies is represented by the
following canonical system of differential equations.

dx OH dy H (i--1, 2, ..., 3n-1, 3n)
dt Oy dt

where H-- T- U,

T

z, (x_ ,,_.)"+(_ _)+( ).

This system o differential equations admit the infinitesimal trans-
formations"
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